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The use of drone technology is a topical issue 
for contemporary filmmaking. The fast paced 
innovation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) 
or drones has opened up a new realm of camera 
movement available to all levels of filmmakers, 
including the novice. This expedient growth 
fuelled by amateur open source development has 
outstripped the ability of many governments to 
legislate. The film industry itself has been equally 
slow in reacting to these new possibilities.  This 
has resulted in advancing technologies being 
underutilised and has limited uptake of drone 
technology within dramatic film production. 
This research engages with these issues and 
explores the use of drones as a motion controlled 
cinematographic tool, specifically as it relates to 
the practice of filmmaking in New Zealand at both 
a novice and a professional level. A practice based 
methodology serves as a platform to demonstrate 
how to utilise advancing technologies in an original 
way that is consistent with the current mode of 
filmmaking. The outcome is evidenced by an 
innovative blend of open source ground control 
software, autopilot firmware, DIY1  crafted drone 
and early adoption of Real Time Kinematic GPS2  
hardware.  

Can an innovative approach to the use of emerging 
creative technologies influence the way in which 
they are integrated into the New Zealand on-set 
filmmaking idiom by using drone technology to 
develop a proof of concept system for predictable 
and repeatable camera path?

      Key words: New Zealand, Film, Drone, UAV, 
RPAS, Motion Capture, Motion Control, Spatial 
Temporal

1 Do it yourself
2 Global positioning system
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INTRODUCTION
There are many challenges that face innovation in 
the New Zealand film industry. The lack of strategic 
direction and the rate of knowledge growth which 
is anchored to a tangible framework is problematic 
especially when it involves the integration of 
disruptive technologies such as drones. Research 
concerned with the development of a satisfactory 
drone operation framework has highlighted the 
socio-political complications that face legislators 
worldwide. Anecdotal evidence suggests that New 
Zealand has a huge advantage over its competitors 
in that it has a functioning set of rules that allow 
both commercial and amateur drone operation. 
There is a gap between advancing technology and 
the current model of cinematography, specifically 
as it relates to the practice of filmmaking in New 
Zealand. The fast-paced innovation of drones has 
opened a new platform for innovative research 
into camera movement but this research would 
benefit from application into real-world situations. 
This research project seeks to illuminate the gap 
and utilise this platform to explore practical and 
tangible applications. Addressing the real-world 
filmmaking problems concerned with predictable 
and repeatable camera paths has the potential to 
produce radical, usable camera footage that can 
be integrated seamlessly into the workflow of 
filmmaking.

This exegesis is intended to accompany the 
outcomes of the creative practice and offer a 
conceptual framework that connects with the 
creative work. It provides a place to synthesise 
relevant and current literature and discuss the 
research process undertaken to develop this 
Master’s project. It forms 20% of the dissertation 
with the other 80% realised as the final prototype 
development and the creative outcomes.

The first chapter outlines the research context by 
examining the current state of the New Zealand 
film industry, specifically regarding advancing 
drone technologies and determining the regulative 
conditions that govern drone operation and 
how they affect this project. Essential to this 
chapter is a discussion of the literature and 
critical thinking drawn from the findings of a 
comprehensive contextual catalogue that supports 
this investigation. It illustrates a shift in perception 
of the relationship between drone technologies 
and the perspectival shift in the camera angle from 
the ground to the sky.  Finally, it will examine 
innovative approaches to creating a predictable 
and repeatable camera path. The second chapter 
discusses the creative practice undertaken as the 
main means of inquiry within the research. It will 
demonstrate how a methodology grounded in 
practice based research, using reflective practice, 
determined how the research moved through 
five cycles of creative practice, hacking and 
innovating. It also highlights the findings from the 
creative practice and synthesises the research.  It 
demonstrates how the new knowledge was applied 
to the final prototype development and practical 
outcomes.

Figure 5: Introduction Drone Image.



The position of the researcher is fundamental to this 
project as the nature and application of knowledge 
is based on a 25-year career in the New Zealand 
film industry that spans practice as a Mechanical 
Special Effects Technician, Cine Motion Control 
Engineer, Best Boy Grip, Key Grip, Rigging Grip, 
Dolly Grip and Crane Grip. My career has led to 
an inherent interest in filmmaking; however, the 
paradox between on-set realities and my practice 
as a creative technologist often cause friction. 
Frequently there is a struggle between being truly 
innovative and the actualities of implementing 
these ideas in a high turnover environment, which 
in turn impedes technological growth.  Crouch 
and Pearce (2012, p.57) state that “our research 
position, knowingly or unknowingly, underpins 
all our research”. Furthermore, they suggest 
that this positioning is a lens through which we 
perceive our research design. For the purposes of 
this project the lens through which this research is 
undertaken is that of the Best Boy Grip. A common 
understanding of this role has two parts: firstly, to 
offer administrative and logistical support to the 
Key Grip, and secondly, to show complete mastery 
of all other gripping roles.  However, rather than 
considering the grips as merely technicians who are 
dedicated to camera support, this project considers 
Soila-Wadman and Köping’s idiom in which the 
grips are considered ‘bricoleurs’ who are directly 
engaged in the aesthetic function of the creative 
work (Soila-Wadman & Köping, 2009). 

Through engaging with these ideals, this research 
recognises an opportunity for grips to directly 
connect to the creative camera path by utilising 
technical resources and practice that are endemic to 
filmmaking, but also by blending new technologies 
into that practice. This project aims to exploit this 
gap by advancing drone technology into the realm 
of being a gripping tool that has motion control 
potential, and thereby also identifying a pathway by 
which other technological innovations could have 
practical application in an on-set film environment. 

 

POSITIONING 
STATEMENT

Figure 6: Positioning Statement Image.
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THE STATE 
OF THE NEW 
ZEALAND FILM 
INDUSTRY
The inception of drone technology has introduced 
a new set of challenges for the New Zealand 
film industry.  It raises issues regarding the use 
of drones in an industry that seems restricted by 
its own culture and highlights the need for new 
pathways for the integration of such emerging 
technology. The “NZ film: A case study of the New 
Zealand Film Industry” report compiled by Jones, 
Barlow, Finlay, and Savage (2003) highlights the 
issues regarding the entrenched resistance to the 
integration of emerging technologies into the New 
Zealand film industry environment. The report 
examines the functions and competitive capabilities 
of the New Zealand film industry through a case 
study commissioned by the Victoria University of 
Wellington, School of Management as part of the 
Competitive Advantage New Zealand research 
programme. This study was a first of its kind and 
it is notable because it includes both academic and 
practically grounded approaches to filmmaking. 
This preliminary study established that the New 
Zealand film industry has a challenging strategic 
planning environment with funding complexities 
and human resource issues.  The research identified 
that competition from other industries and an 
unpredictable boom or bust cycle of production 
is problematic and goes as far as suggesting 
that the “small New Zealand film industry has 
struggled over the years to provide the resources 
and frameworks to get together and to plan ahead” 
(Jones et al., 2003, p. 58).

Despite this criticism, this issue is to some extent 
acknowledged by currently funding bodies, such as 
Callaghan Innovation who have begun to energize 
this arena by offering financial backing to innovate 
creative technologies, specifically within the New 
Zealand film industry (Callaghan Innovation, n.d.). 
This offers ancillary evidence that in order for 
the local film industry to remain competitive and 
capable it requires focused additional funding if 
it is to take advantage of advancing technologies 
such as drones.  Funding is not concerned with 
knowledge proprietorship but with knowledge 
itself. Although this funding resource seeks to 
revitalize an aspect of the industry, it does not 
address the highlighted fundamental issue that 
Jones et al. (2003) raised, regarding the need for 
a relevant structure to be employed. This research 
project aims to utilise an open source toolkit to 
advance the innovative use of creative technology 
which will influence the way in which drones with 
predictable, repeatable camera paths are integrated 
into the New Zealand on-set filmmaking idiom.This posits an argument that there is a need for 

consistency across the industry to allow for future 
progression and capacity, ultimately showing that a 
unified framework could be beneficial. They noted 
that the very nature of film finances is habitually 
sporadic, and that local and overseas funding is 
often dependent on cyclically driven government 
policies and objectives. This provides evidence 
that the lack of a cohesive framework prohibits 
future growth. The report describes a state of 
constant flux whereby skilled practitioners move 
from one project to another in a way that suggests 
that “knowledge is accumulated over successive 
projects, [and that] individuals are then hired on 
the basis of their skill and work history, rather 
than knowledge being the property of one firm” 
(Jones et al., 2003, p. 29). This highlights the 
dysfunctional nature of knowledge proprietorship 
within the film industry which significantly differs 
from that of open source knowledge production 
where no one owns the information per se, and 
it offers an atmosphere of knowledge sharing. In 
addition, the report identifies an environment that 
is not forward looking and therefore can be viewed 
as not being conducive to the uptake of emerging 
technologies. This example highlights the broader 
agenda that is at the heart of this research, one that 
is assisted by offering an approach to integrating 
new technologies into current on location 
filmmaking practices, in this case drones.

CONTEXTUAL 
CATALOGUE
As a primary resource for this research, a 
contextual catalogue was collated concurrently 
over the entirety of the project (see appendix 1). 
This catalogue was a means of gathering data on: 
the nature of drone innovation, the translation of 
perceptions surrounding their use, the speed at 
which drone technology was infiltrating society, 
the types and quality of video footage obtained, the 
use of footage and developments in regulations, 
and legislation covering drone use. This catalogue 
documents entries by date, title and source and 
serves as an active database for informing this 
research. The process was qualitative in nature 
and intended to provide a broad overview of 
contemporary drone technological advancements 
and issues.  

Three main sources were used to provide a 
representative picture of a globalised new industry 
and to monitor drone developments, specifically in 
New Zealand: the NZ Herald, Stuff.co.nz and BBC 
News. An objective of the contextual catalogue 
was to enable a deeper understanding of the 
potential limits and extensions of advancing drone 
technology and although it was a micro study it will 
add to the continuum of academic research in this 
area in New Zealand. Several key themes emerged 
from this cataloguing which were fundamental 
in shaping this project, specifically, discussions 
around new legislation, drone innovations, 
perspective shift and most importantly perceptions 
of drones and their users. Reference will be made 
to some of these sources during this text.

http://Stuff.co.nz


REGULATIVE 
NUANCES

Assistant Professor Choi-Fitzpatrick, founder of 
The Drone Lab at the Central European University, 
suggests that globally drone technology has 
outpaced legislators’ abilities to satisfactorily 
regulate the use of civilian operated drones (Choi-
Fitzpatrick, 2014). In addition, he states that 
many countries have chosen to legislate in an 
ultra-conservative manner that essentially limits 
or eliminates the operational scope within which 
any drone user operates with regard to issues such 
as the weight of the drone, the legality of cameras 
and the intensity of the licences required (Choi-
Fitzpatrick et al., 2016).  In comparison, New 
Zealand’s regulations are more liberal.  In August 
2015, the Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand 
(CAA) re-regulated civilian use of drones and 
implemented a classification system (RPAS, UAV, 
UAS, Drones and Model Aircraft, 2015). Whilst it 
does denote maximum altitudes, line of sight and 
exclusion zones such as airports, it also stipulates 
that any person in New Zealand can fly remotely 
piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) up to 15kgs, with 
very little limitations on camera use and only 
requiring land owner’s permission and operators 
to fly in a “safe manner so their aircraft doesn’t 
create a hazard to other aircraft, persons and 
property” (RPAS, UAV, UAS, Drones and Model 
Aircraft, 2015). It was evident in the findings of the 
contextual catalogue that the capacity for civilian 
drone operators to fly and capture material has led 
to a rise in the availability of quite exceptional 
amateur footage. 

An example of this is the footage of a Bryde’s 
Whale calf feeding, recently captured by Auckland 
University of Technology (AUT) post-graduate 
students whilst flying their “custom-built 
multirotor UAV” over the Hauraki Gulf (Auckland 
University of Technology, 2016). The students 
who shot this footage are not drone specialists or 
camera operators but students conducting field 
research into Applied Ecology. This highlights the 
opportunities created by the pragmatic nature of 
New Zealand’s drone flying regulations and the 
potential for advancing research in the field of 
creative drone technology. It is this encouraging 
regulative environment coupled with the Auckland 
Council’s ‘open’ policy around the use of 
recreational park facilities which provided the 
setting for this project’s researcher to be able to 
conduct field operations as an amateur pilot in the 
public domain. 

PERCEPTION AND 
PERSPECTIVE 
SHIFT
Globally there has been a shift in perception as 
to the way in which advancing drone technology 
is perceived, which in turn radically changes 
embodied constructs regarding point of view 
from being anchored to the ground to one looking 
down on the world. Choi-Fitzpatrick suggests 
that people’s perceptions are shifting in tandem 
with the transformation of camera angles and 
camera pathways caused by the introduction 
of technologies such as drones (2014). He 
demonstrates that cultural technology, as a driver 
of innovation, has the potential to have a profound 
disruptive impact on both society and industry. 
Crampton, from the University of Kentucky, 
extends this deterministic relationship further by 
defining drones as “a socio-technical assemblage 
of the sky and vertical space” (Crampton, 2016, 
p.2). An example of the perception change of drone 
technology could be the use of surveillance footage 
by the Australian Government, both in a positive 
and negative light, to monitor popular swimming 
beaches for shark activity and also to use drones 
to patrol borders to halt illegal immigration 
(Australian Associated Press (AAP), 2015). While 
both modes are seated in harm reduction, public 
perceptions of the drone technology as a tool 
to ultimately incarcerate refugees is markedly 
different from keeping beaches safe for recreation. 
In addition to this, we have seen a radical 
perspective shift that drone footage allows enabling 
entire landscapes to be revealed from above. Choi-
Fitzpatrick describes this shift as one that “moves 
the line of sight from the street to the air” (2014, 
p.21). This has seen a fundamental change in 
cinematography in such programmes as Country 
Calendar which uses drone landscape videography 
to enhance the viewer’s sense of the location 
(Huddleston, 2016). 

However, these shifts in perception and perspective 
have not been matched by equivalent shifts in 
the film industry. This could be due to the current 
mind set around the expediency of integrating 
technologies. In a personal communication with 
Gareth Robinson, a Key Grip in the New Zealand 
and International film industry; he comments 
upon a slow uptake of emerging technologies. He 
stated that “it is still cheaper for production to use 
traditional means of capturing dynamic footage and 
is less risky to production, both financially and in 
terms of health and safety”.  He goes on to state 
that this is because “the technology is not refined 
enough to seamlessly integrate into the film set” 
(G. Robinson, personal communication, March 
15th, 2015). This highlights how an industry expert 
perceives the integration of emerging technologies 
as costly and as having a high component of 
physical risk. This research project aims to dispel 
the perceptions around risk and costs, and to 
exploit the perspective shift by truly innovating the 
creative drone technology into a motion control 
tool that energises the camera path. It aims to 
overcome the primary issue of predictability by 
introducing a kinematic system into the architecture 
of a custom-built drone. 



PREDICTABLE 
AND REPEATABLE 
CAMERA PATH
A paramount concern for filmmakers engaged in 
producing scripted cinematographic projects is 
the expediency of the camera pathway. Natalizio, 
Surace, Loscri, Guerriero, and Melodia (2012) 
consider a theoretical mathematical solution to the 
integration of drones into filmmaking.  Although 
proposed in the context of sports broadcasting, 
Natalizio et al. assert that the historically located 
emphasis on ‘enjoyment’ provides fertile ground 
for the introduction of new technology in filming. 
These innovations are focused on providing the 
viewers with an authentic experience, one that 
attempts to give the sensation of physically being 
at the arena where the action is taking place. 
They highlight two automated systems, spider 
cameras and mechanized camera technology, 
which have set new standards in sports filming. 
An example of these systems in action, although 
not without incident, can be seen at the 2016 Rio 
Olympic Games where athletes were filmed both 
in profile by high speed tracking camera rigs, 
that could keep up with sprinting competitors, as 
well as provide high angle footage of competitors 
wherever they might be in the arena by using a 
Spidercam set up (Spidercam, 2016).  Furthermore, 
Natalizio et al. propose a theoretical solution for 
implementing a predictable and repeatable camera 
path in sporting events within a defined area using 
multiple camera drones (2012).  They examine 
at length the problematic field of “dynamic 
vehicle routing” (Natalizio et al., 2012, p. 9) and 
propose a theoretical framework to centralise the 
control of multiple drones by using algorithms. 
This exploration is based on three mathematical 
formulas, commonly used in the field of robotic 
control systems, which are defined, expanded and 
proven by implementing the formula in “simulation 
campaigns” (Natalizio et al., 2012, p. 7). 

These simulations blend and bind the components 
of movement, the camera angle achieved, the 
distance travelled and the reaction time of the 
drones, in anticipation of the potential enjoyment 
that the viewer might experience in any given 
scenario. The amalgamation of viewer experience 
and technical control within an algorithm could be 
viewed as a positive step toward the development 
of a new cinematographic tool.  As such it has 
the potential to a make significant impact on the 
drama and motion capture areas of filmmaking 
by providing a method for deploying drones with 
a predictable and repeatable camera pathway. 
Whereas Natalizio et al. propose a theoretical 
solution, this project aims to put into practice the 
concept of robotic control as a primary mechanism 
for tangible drone operation (2012). While their 
approach concentrates on utilising pre-planned 
algorithmic pathways embedded in the drones’ 
operational systems, here the Mission Planner 
Ground Control Software (GCS), and the autopilot 
firmware Ardupilot Mega (APM) will be used. 
These components have been selected for this 
project due to their open source nature, which 
provides a technical support framework, and their 
ability to adapt the drones’ physical and digital 
configuration to suit. The APM’s configuration 
has at its core the Extended Kalman Filter 
(EKF) algorithm, that binds position, velocity 
and orientation with inputs from gyroscopes, 
accelerometer, compass, GPS, airspeed and 
barometric pressure.  The open sourced nature of 
this tangible platform presents this research with 
the opportunity of merging technologies to explore 
their potential.

CONTROL OF 
MOTION

Typically, drone flight paths used on a film set 
are manually operated.  The pilot steers the drone 
with both hands committed to a radio transmitter 
whilst switching flight modes to suit the scenario 
and monitoring critical data received from a 
graphical user interface (GUI) along with visual 
observations of the aircraft itself.  In addition 
to these cognitive demands there may be verbal 
instructions from another person. The pilot thus has 
a rather complex and variable array of information 
to process and analyse before taking the appropriate 
action.  Scerbo, Freeman, Mikulka, Parasuraman, 
Nocero, and Prinzel, in their work on human 
techno systems, state that the pilot in this mode 
is in a “superordinate - subordinate relationship 
between the operator and the system” (2001, p. 
9).  In such cases the authority to initiate changes 
belongs solely to the human pilot. While this could 
be considered an adaptable system in which “the 
user initiates changes among presentation of modes 
or functionality” the autopilot is also continuously 
monitoring variables and generating feedback 
to be displayed on the graphical user interface 
(Scerbo et al., 2001, p. 9). The autopilot is always 
on standby to ‘take over’ the drone, activating 
safeguards designed to mitigate risk by initiating 
pre-programmed routines.  A good example of this 
is the Return to Land (RTL) mode that is invoked 
when a drone either crosses a pre-set Geo Fence1  
or its battery falls below critical levels. 

1   a virtual geographic boundary, defined by GPS

The autopilot also assists the pilot by keeping 
the drone stabilized and GPS located. These 
functions of automation mixed with input from a 
human operator meet the criteria of an adaptive 
system where, “each member of the human-
system team can initiate changes in state of modes 
of operation” (Scerbo et al., 2001, p. 9).  In the 
situation described, the human pilot takes on the 
bulk of the workload whilst the autopilot quietly 
assists and safeguards the craft if any anticipated 
critical condition occurs. It is the intention of this 
research to translate the workload from being one 
centred around that of a specialist drone operator 
into to one of a motion control camera rig.  The 
objective of this translation is to make the system a 
closed loop that executes predictable and repeatable 
movements thus minimising the human input whilst 
flying, and lowering the safety risk on a film set, 
which is an issue previously raised by Robinson.

In summary, the literature and context clearly 
identifies a gap between advancing technology and 
its integration into cinematography, specifically as 
it relates to the practice of on-set drama filmmaking 
in New Zealand. The fast-paced innovation of 
drones opens the possibility of making new modes 
of camera movement available to filmmakers. 
This research project seeks to illuminate this gap 
and utilise drone technologies to explore practical 
and tangible applications within the film industry, 
and to address real world filmmaking problems 
related to predictable and repeatable camera paths. 
This has the potential to radicalise cinematic 
conventions by generating new modes of camera 
movement that are at the same time capable of 
being integrated into film production workflows. 
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Figure 8: Chapter Two Image.



METHODOLOGY

This research project employs an overarching 
practice based methodology which incorporates 
a mixed method iterative approach to creative 
practice. The methods of action research 
were adopted for the drone build phase of this 
project and included DIY modelling, technical 
experiments, diagnostics and collaborative problem 
solving using an open source network. It also 
engages with disruptive methods such as hacking, 
modifying and customising through practical 
experimentation, hard and soft coding and physical 
adaptation of components to drive the technological 
innovation outputs of this research. 

Candy defines practice based research as “an 
original investigation undertaken in order to gain 
new knowledge partly by means of practice and the 
outcomes of that practice” (Candy, L. 2006, p. 1).  
It offers creative practitioners an ability to conduct 
research through practice (Candy, L. 2006), thereby 
determining that both theoretical and practical 
results are necessary to realise the inquiry. This 
verifies that this model is appropriate for this 
project as it includes both theoretical and practical 
methods to answer the research question. 

Vigorous recording methods such as charts, maps 
and scripted plans of action were used throughout 
the constant cycles of reflective creative practice. 
The research was conducted in five phases and 
will be referred to as: custom-built drone and 
flight; positional drift road block; hacking, 
tinkering and making; repeatable camera path; and 
photogrammetry. Each section establishes which 
methods were used and examines the results and 
outcomes. Refer to figure 9 to see how these phases 
progressed during the project. 
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Figure 9: Research Methodology Map.



PHASE ONE : 
CUSTOM-BUILT 
DRONE AND 
FLIGHT
The initial research began with a 3D Robotics 
Hexacopter B drone kit. This DIY kit contained 
all the physical components and a basic set of 
instructions for constructing the model. All other 
aspects relating to the tuning and integrating the 
components into a drone system are available to 
users through a Wiki1 , ‘Arducopter’, which is 
maintained by an open source DIY community. 
This Wiki also contains threads related to specific 
areas of theory and their practical application. 
In addition to the Wiki resource, a DIY drone 
community operates. It directly addresses new 
products and the integration of various systems. 
The distinct difference between open source 
and other closed source solutions is that the user 
has a direct connection to community members 
through discussion forums that are often organised 
around strands of interest. To function in the open 
source domain necessitated developing a practical 
competency through systematic encounters with 
both the material components of the hexacopter 
and the digital system. The iterative process 
of developing knowledge through practice has 
parallels with Martin Heidegger’s description 
of ‘handiness’, in which “the nearest kind of 
association is not mere perceptual cognition, but, 
rather, a handling, using, and taking care of things 
which has its own kind of knowledge” (Heidegger, 
1996, p. 63).

1 A wiki is a website that provides 
collaborative modification of its content

In the context of understanding remote controlled 
drones, it is essential to make, configure, repair 
and operate them rather than consume pre-made, 
pre-configured out of the box systems. A chart 
was designed to record all the steps taken to build 
and fly the 3DR Hexacopter B and to provide a 
hyperlink to the open sourced knowledge used in 
that step (see appendix 2). This record proved to be 
an effective tool in building a ‘knowledge library’ 
and enabled the researcher to reflect on tangible 
actions. 

Professor D'Andrea from the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology suggests that the DIY 
experience is at the very foundation for technologic 
advancements in contemporary drone innovation 
(D'Andrea & TED, 2016). This DIY approach is 
more cognitively demanding than the consumer 
environment, in which ‘out of the box’ drones 
provide instant results. The DIY modeller rejects 
this easy option and is clearly distinct from the 
amateur consumer drone users. Perhaps out of a 
desire to have mastery over their own kit, DIY 
enthusiasts embrace the spirit of enquiry that, 
focusing on practice, rejects consumerist ideals 
about freedom through dependence on tightly 
coupled technological devices.  Albert Borgmann 
suggests that these different realities are anchored 
in practice and disposition:

“The stereo as a device contrasts 
with the instrument as a thing. A 
thing in the sense in which I want 
to use the term, has an intelligible 
and accessible character and calls 

forth skilled and active human 
engagement. A thing requires practice 
while a device invites consumption. 

Things constitute commanding 
reality, devices procure disposable 
reality” (Borgmann, 2003, p. 31).

Figure 10 : Detailed Flight Log.

While Borgmann is commenting here on the 
amount and type of practice that musicians 
go through to gain mastery, this seamlessly 
translates into the DIY modelling idiom which 
is a cognitively demanding iterative practice that 
requires meticulous attention to detail. These details 
have major implications, for example, the discovery 
that technological development facilitated by the 
Arducopter knowledge base, meant that the original 
APM1  2.0 auto pilot hardware quickly became 
unsupported due to firmware builds being too large.

1 an open source unmanned aerial vehicle 
platform that combines firmware and hardware into 
an autopilot solution

In order to counter this, but stay within the 
Arducopter realm, an APM 2.7 then PixaHawk 
flight controller was sourced and integrated onto 
a new DIY airframe, Tarot 680 hexacopter. This 
served to improve payload capacity and allowed for 
a camera gimbal, camera, video sender, telemetry 
and extra battery to be added to the drone. This also 
had implications for the ground station whereby 
several more modules required arrangement and 
integration with the ground control software and 
flight controller. The resulting upgrade provided 
several challenges requiring mini hacks such 
as making lightweight 433 megahertz quarter 
wave dipole antennas for the micro air vehicle 
(MAVLink) telemetry units rather than using 
the supplied antennas that had range limitations. 
When this was tuned and stabilised, the test bed 
for this research then moved from the ‘backyard’ 
to the public arena of the Riverhead Memorial 
Park.  Permission was not required as the Auckland 
Council, who are the land owner, had issued an 
interim permit for flights at regional parks in 
Auckland. Constant flying at this location extended 
the operational potential of the drone. This in 
turn started another iterative cycle of practice 
with constant incremental changes to the radio, 
ground control software and drone systems, in real 
time as well as in a post flight mode, where very 
detailed flight logs of vehicle performance could 
be reviewed and any variations isolated and acted 
upon. Refer to figure 10 to see a detailed flight log. 



Video will play here but only in Acrobat

Mission planning and execution of missions 
became a smooth operation which allowed not only 
planned flight paths but also planned camera paths 
whilst the model was engaged in an autonomous 
mode.  The mission planning functionality of 
composing a schedule of navigational waypoints 
interlaced with behaviour commands such as take-
off, loiter, circle, delay, region of interest, return to 
launch and land, were all infinitely adjustable and 
became efficient and repeatable. The key to the 
success of this autodidactic practice was to build 
upon the knowledge gained through practice as 
well as consult forums and YouTube channels for 
solutions or strategies.

However, a key finding of this phase of practice 
was that the GPS drift, measured by a differential 
key, was not precise enough for multiple passes 
of a scene or action to be commercially viable 
for cinematic motion control. The footage from 
one camera pass could not satisfactorily be 
matched with another, and therefore could not 
offer a predictable repeatable camera path. Refer 
to moving figure 11 to see how the variation 
between passes affected the footage. This was 
also very limiting in terms of getting the drone 
close to structures. At this stage in the project it 
was evident that this positional drift and resulting 
unrepeatability would be a limiting factor in the 
uptake of drone technology in an on-set motion 
control environment, an issue that Robinson, an 
industry expert, had raised earlier in the text.  

Figure 11: Differential Key.
If you have trouble with this video it can be viewed at :https://youtu.be/ODE-nF11bro




https://youtu.be/ODE-nF11bro


PHASE TWO : 
POSITIONAL 
DRIFT ROAD 
BLOCK
This phase of the project addresses this issue of 
positional drift where it was necessary to gain 
a fuller understanding of the functionality and 
limits of the commonly used GPS unit.  This 
momentarily broke the iterative cycle of practice 
and obstructed the ongoing practice. A thorough 
research investigation into possible solutions was 
launched. A key component of a drone system 
is its GPS capabilities which are the standard 
lightweight Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) receivers typically found in consumer and 
DIY drone systems. Such GPS assisted systems 
are similar in function to GPS units found in 
cell phones or other personal electronic devices. 
This mature system is based on measuring how 
much time is consumed between a signal being 
broadcast from a satellite and being received by 
the GPS unit. The stream of data is matched with 
the knowledge of the GPS satellite orbits and 
ephemeris. Once four satellites’ signal travel times 
have been measured, a position on the planet can 
be determined. The L1 GPS carrier frequency is 
1575 megahertz. This is commonly known as the 
legacy frequency and is broadcast by all GNSS 
satellites. This pre-set arrangement is fixed and 
does not leave any room for alterations, even with 
an augmented GPS signal. Therefore, it determined 
that this aspect of the DIY drone was incapable of 
accurate, predictable and repeatable actions within 
acceptable parameters.

In theory, these combined elements of the GPS 
system should provide location within a millimetre 
of precision. However, due to the nature of the 
ionosphere and atmosphere as well as the 20 to 
200km distances that the satellites are from the 
earth’s surface, a positional error rate due to signals 
being slowed down or altered became a significant 
factor in limiting the drones GPS accuracy. In this 
case, the range of accuracy was reduced to between 
2 and 15m. Refer to moving figure 12.

This phase of the research was predominantly 
executed by exploring online and following paths 
of information. This worked in a mode of extension 
and retraction as new solutions for the GPS drift 
problem were explored.

A key finding of this investigative phase was the 
method that surveyors use to combat this issue 
of accuracy. Real Time Kinematic GPS precision 
technology is a survey tool that has been available 
to surveyors and related professions since the mid-
1990s. These GPS receivers measure the carrier 
phase of the signal received from each satellite 
rather than relying on time.  The function of Real 
Time Kinematic GPS is to precisely compute 
and coordinate data. This technique requires 
two GPS receivers, one static and one roving, 
to be connected and correction data streamed 
between them. The static GPS station, which 
has a fixed GPS position, measures errors and 
transmits corrections to the other.  Historically the 
equipment to compute this has been large, heavy 
and expensive and the computer power required 
to process the complex algorithms, anchors the 
package to desk or laptop computers. In 2009 
research by Tomoji Takasu and Akio Yasuda from 
the Tokyo University of Marine Science and 
Technology resulted in an open source software 
package, Real Time Kinematic Library (RTKLIB) 
and a low cost Real Time Kinematic GPS hardware 
solution (Takasu & Yasuda, 2009). 

This area of technology was important to review 
as it provided tangible development of civilian 
GPS systems and offered software in an open 
source mode. During this phase of the research 
a strand from an open source forum identified a 
crowdsourced funding project launched in May 
2015, by a company called Emlid. Their intention 
was to manufacture a miniaturized high accuracy 
L1 Real Time Kinematic GNSS module that 
they called ‘Reach’. Not only was this a possible 
solution and affordable but it was specifically 
targeted at integration with the Pixahawk flight 
controller, open source mission planner software 
and the Real Time Kinematic Library of Takasu 
and Yasuda. The combination of these three open 
sourced elements and the compact size meant that 
this could be used on the custom-built drone and 
knowledge could be easily gathered. This Master's 
project was an early adopter of this technology and 
received, after several delays due to production 
issues, two complete units in January 2016. 

Figure 12: Positional Drift.
If you have trouble with this video it can be viewed at : https://youtu.be/7kXu2eWOQZE




https://youtu.be/7kXu2eWOQZE


PHASE THREE: 
HACKING, 
TINKERING  AND 
MAKING
Reaching this point in the research had a 
monumental impact on the project and initiated a 
cycle of practice that involved hacking, making, 
tinkering and splicing of the technologies and 
available information together. The ‘Reach’ 
modules were not ‘plug and play’ arrangements; 
in fact they required yet another new skill set, one 
that initiated another iterative cycle of practice, 
informed by open sourced knowledge. The first 
firmware versions were highly unstable, difficult 
to connect to networks, full of bugs, glitches and 
problematic to interface. These teething issues 
were addressed in a managed open forum where 
participants could, and still do, get direct answers 
from Emlid as well as suggested strategies or 
shared experiences from others.

Because this open sourced knowledge is not 
focused on productivity, the discovery of this 
framework was significant in that it enabled the 
researcher to truly integrate emerging technologies 
into this practice through methods of modifying, 
adapting and customising. This method of 
combining different strands of emerging and 
mature technology has at its core what Pinder 
defines as a ‘hacktivist’ methodology. He considers 
the ‘hack point’ of an innovation cycle to be one 
where a node of activity is focused on, to overcome 
perceived or tangible limitations of a product or 
system.

This project engages with this idea of ‘hack points’ 
where intensive action took place at points within 
the iterative cycle of practice. This involved an 
intensive series of practical making cycles coupled 
with a pioneering online community forum, all 
to troubleshoot the integration of the ‘Reach’ 
modules onto the drone. These included resolving 
issues with Wi-Fi1 , GPS, firmware and software. 
An example can be seen in the adaptation of the 
drone’s firmware operating system to accommodate 
a boutique binary protocol broadcast by the MAV 
Link telemetry units. 

This was achieved by splicing a new code onto 
the firmware and adaption of parameters within 
the mission planner software to function, based 
on knowledge gathered from the open sourced 
community where others were working on 
similar integration problems. During this cycle 
of innovation, another key hacking method 
emerged that was informed by this open sourced 
knowledge forum, modification, and specifically 
of componentry. For example, to enhance the 
performance of the GPS antennas a ground plane 
of aluminium plate was added to them. The blend 
of the mature technology, the Pixahawk flight 
controller and the emerging technology of the 
Reach Real Time Kinematic-GPS modules resulted 
in a much-improved capability for a predictable, 
repeatable pathway. The real-time measurement of 
the GPS drift is monitored by splicing executable 
binary software, developed by Takasu and Yasuda 
(RTKLIB), onto the ‘Reach’ software output. The 
outcome of this phase is a system, when running, 
that reduces GPS drift to 100mm. Refer to figure 13 
to see this precision. 

1 Wi-Fi is a technology for wireless local area 
networking

Another outcome of this phase was the shift in 
the researcher’s mindset towards knowledge 
production. The ontology of open sourced problem 
solving and information was contradictory to the 
nature of knowledge generation in the New Zealand 
film industry where, as previously discussed, the 
sharing and ownership of practice based knowledge 
is isolated to individuals (Jones et al., 2003). The 
dysfunctional nature of knowledge proprietorship 
within the film industry significantly differs 
from that of open source knowledge production 
where no one owns the information and it offers 
an atmosphere of knowledge sharing. Although 
mostly a participant observer for much of this 
cycle, however there were instances where my 
contribution of technological comprehension had 
real impact within the forums.

Previous experiences in an on-set environment 
where I had overcome issues with operating 
systems partially rejecting proprietary firmware, 
paralleled several symptoms that the ‘Reach’ 
modules displayed.  This led me to share on the 
Emlid Reach forum that Windows 7 would not 
be an appropriate platform to upload data to the 
‘Reach’ modules. This triggered a change in the 
way I had previously viewed knowledge within my 
career in the film industry. I became aware of the 
benefits of open sourced knowledge as opposed to 
the standard practice of being tight lipped about 
acquired knowledge. The film industry could 
benefit from this more open approach to knowledge 
production. 

Figure 13: Real Time Measurement of GPS Drift.



PHASE FOUR: 
REPEATABLE 
CAMERA PATH
This phase began another iterative cycle of 
practice with constant incremental changes to 
the arrangement of the systems antennas, ground 
control software and drone systems, specifically 
targeted at the process of operating the Real Time 
Kinematic GPS and how it informed the drones 
navigation. This happened in real time as well as 
in post flight mode, where highly detailed flight 
logs of vehicle performance and camera footage 
could be reviewed and reflected on. Using the 
scripted methods of mission planning and flying 
in an auto mode, the action of flying became 
motion controlled with repeatable and predictable 
camera path. Refer to moving figure 14 to see this 
functioning in real time.

Now that the Pixahawk flight controller, mission 
planning, Real Time Kinematic GPS and the 
robotic behaviour of the drone were meshed 
together by the Ground Control Software and 
Real Time Kinematic Library, the outcome of 
a predictable and repeatable camera pathway 
measured by time, altitude, barometric pressure and 
location within a configured space finally began 
to realise its potential as a cine motion control 
tool. The ability to demonstrate in a tangible way 
that the drone would do the same thing every time 
meant that the camera could get closer to structures 
but also allowed for getting the drone close to 
people while in a tracking type mode. Please refer 
to moving figure 15 for a simplistic tracking shot of 
actors running that was able to be repeated. 

Figure 15: Dual Screen Tracking Shot, Video Footage and Drone Point of View.
If you have trouble with this video it can be viewed at :https://youtu.be/ZJFzkpTk96s

Figure 14: Motion Control.
If you have trouble with this video it can be viewed at :https://youtu.be/yda1kLRcwlI




https://youtu.be/ZJFzkpTk96s
https://youtu.be/yda1kLRcwlI





This realises the potential of the drone as a gripping 
tool, in that camera movement could be enacted 
close to actors in an on-set style as a motion 
controlled tracking rig.  At the time of the research 
this approach had not been seen in filmmaking 
practices in New Zealand. However, through the 
contextual catalogue the researcher became aware 
that this idea of “autonomous pre-programmed 
drones” (Dalton, 2016) was being realised 
internationally, in the English film ‘In the Robot 
Skies’ directed by Liam Young. When reviewing 
the content of the movie it was evident that the 
film’s footage was very linear in nature: it moved as 
if on an x and y axis with a zoom function. In this 
case, it may have aesthetically matched the film’s 
narrative; however, it highlighted the limitations of 
the drone’s tracking and camera path movements. 
Refer to moving figure 16. 

Through reviewing and reflecting on both the 
content of the film and my own raw footage it was 
evident that this motion controlled rig was not 
going to offer the style of camera narrative that 
was necessary to realise the researcher’s goals. The 
drone footage that was generated from the repeated 
camera path of the hexacopter was very linear 
in nature and did not have a contour or texture 
that would match production values inherent in 
dramatic narrative. Creatively this could be viewed 
as the difference between square wave and ‘s’ 
curves that smooth the camera path, and through 
the agency of hand, introduce an organic aesthetic 
into the shot. Refer to figure 17. This speaks 
directly to the earlier discussion that considers 
Soila-Wadman and Köping’s idiom whereby grips 
directly enact “rhythmic velocity” (2009, p.34).  

This was a monumental stage in the research: 
where it had at first appeared to be successful 
having gained precise control of the drone, upon 
reflection on the practice it was evident how 
limited I was by its robotic movements.  At this 
point a decision was made to see if this desired 
contour and texture could be achieved through the 
discovery of another emerging software package 
‘Capturing Reality’. Although it was taking the 
research on a slightly different path, its aim was 
still to answer the research question. This shift  
offered the potential to amalgamate the robotic 
features inherent in the drone with post-production 
processes such as visual effects, moving it into an 
animated virtual world. 

Figure 16: An Army of Robots Shot “In the Robot Skies”.
If you have trouble with this video it can be viewed at : https://youtu.be/RNXk2iksEXA
 

Figure 17: Author’s View of Different Contours of Camera Path.




https://youtu.be/RNXk2iksEXA


PHASE FIVE:
PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Interestingly this next phase worked in a linear 
methodological mode to attempt to achieve a 
non-linear camera movement. The intention was 
to use the drone system to compile an accurate 
three-dimensional photogrammetry1  map of 
the area and further process the data to create a 
digital environment that could explore predictable 
and repeatable camera path, including using 
virtual reality. The foundation of this exercise 
was to utilise the drone’s capabilities as an aerial 
survey tool. The first step was to select a suitable 
location. Industry specialist ‘Johnny Elbow’ 
suggested a few locations, one of which was 
‘The Old Warkworth Cement Works’.  The site’s 
appeal was that it provided both an interesting 
and vacant location with few obstructions to gain 
flight permission. An exercise was planned to go 
on site on October 16th 2016, and use the drone 
as an aerial photographic survey tool. To achieve 
this the drone system was formatted to execute 
a complex mission that targeted a specific zone 
within the site to generate enough data to compile 
an accurate three-dimensional photogrammetry 
map of the area. Using a mapping feature of the 
drone system, a flight path was configured that has 
parallel tracks over the selected area. The drone 
became a data capturing device in that each image 
was triggered by the drone, coded with a precise 
geotagged GPS position blended with camera 
metadata, accumulated and attached to each image. 
Refer to figure 18. A geofence, pictured in red, was 
added to both secure the area and to set the drone 
boundaries. It was set to take an image every 5 
seconds, and in total 835 images were captured. 

1 the use of photography in surveying and 
mapping to ascertain measurements between 
objects Figure 18: Photogrammetry Aerial Survey Flight Path.



The second step was to process the two-
dimensional images in the ‘Capturing Reality’ 
software, which aligns the images in three-
dimensional space and generates a point cloud1 
. It was a very successful survey and initially 
generated 15 million points. An important finding 
from this initial process was that this would allow 
the animated model to have accuracy and high 
resolution.  Refer to figure 19 to see the initial point 
cloud.

1 A point cloud is a set of data points in a 
three-dimensional coordinate system

Figure 19: Initial Point Cloud.

The next step was to generate a surface by 
connecting the points together into polygons. The 
software then textures the polygons with optimum 
image into a mesh. This mesh can be further 
optimised to a desired resolution; in this case, Full 
High Definition with a resolution of 1920 pixels 
× 1080 lines. The model was then exported as an 
object, OBJ file into Autodesk 3ds Max software 
which provides a comprehensive 3D modelling, 
animation, rendering, and compositing solution 
suitable for film. This software is a standard for 
visual effects in post-production in New Zealand. 
It was used to render the model, then animate a 
predictable and repeatable camera path inside the 
photo realistic environment. A camera path was 
positioned onto the model by creating a virtual 
track, a camera was placed on this trajectory and 
activated. Refer to figure 20.  This process is 
not new to industry; however, the combination 
of designing a drone aerial survey, fabricating a 
photogrammetry model in emerging software and 
animating this into a dynamic drone flight path is 
innovative. 

Figure 20: Virtual Camera Path.



The outcome was a dynamic tracking shot from 
the point of view that a camera and gimbal 
arrangement mounted on a drone would have in a 
planned and executed mission at the location, but in 
a virtual version. 

The next step was to build a scripted camera path 
that would allow the user to experience the motion 
and the camera view from the point of view of 
the drones flight path. A replica drone flight path 
animation was digitally fabricated by utilizing 
the plugin functionality of the Unity software.  
Math Utility, Spline Root, spline controller and 
spline Interpolator were scripted as modules and 
integrated into the virtual reality scene. This 
meant an infinitely scalable 3-dimensional model 
of an on-location set could be experienced.

There were two key findings from this innovative 
practice: firstly, the solution to create predictable 
and repeatable camera pathways, secondly the 
various options for integrating emerging drone 
technologies to benefit the New Zealand film 
industry.

1. Creative, predictable and repeatable 
camera path; aesthetically it offered a dynamic 
flight path that could be used in a dramatic 
sequence to intensify camera driven narrative; 
in doing so it overcomes the issue of linear, 
robotic camera movements that were previously 
experienced in phase four.  It offers complete 
control of the camera’s movement meaning 
new pathways and camera angles can be easily 
designed and repeated.

2. Options for integration into industry: entire 
film sets or environments could be created without 
visual effects artists having to create the content, 
thus mitigating time and cost. These could be 
used as a previsualisation and communicative tool 
between any members of the creative team on 
a film set. This could provide a mechanism that 
unifies departments such as lighting, grips and 
visual effects. For example, the ability to provide 
tangible accessible proof of an exact lighting 
state on a specific set at a certain time. This could 
eliminate confusion between different departments 
working on the same project.
In addition, it offers the ability to ‘bank’ the 
environment digitally, as a model, in a way that 
could be used for digital content safety and 
continuity. In that a photogrammetry version of 
the entire film set could be collated and used as a 
resource for reference, repair or additional shots 
that change after the shooting crew are available 
to create or correct content.   

Figure 21: Virtual Camera Path Overview.
If you have trouble with this video it can be viewed at :https://youtu.be/GNMEGxfOhGs

This fluidic motion is controlled in a predictable 
and repeatable pathway around the photo realistic 
virtual set, both from first person and as a computer 
visualisation . Refer to moving figure 21. An 
extension of this practice was the realisation that 
this file could be transported into the Unity gaming 
software. This would allow an extension to the 
virtual environment, one where you could

experience the animation as an immersive 
virtual reality scene using the Vive VR headset 
and hardware. The file was exported from 3DS 
into Unity as a OBJ file, with a point cloud of 
200,000 textured points that where meshed and 
rendered. The outcome meant you could explore 
the environment by manually teleporting and  
manipulating your way around using the hand-
sets.




https://youtu.be/GNMEGxfOhGs


CONCLUSION
The research has been successful in its aim of 
providing proof of concept for the integration of 
drone technology into the practice of filmmaking.  
The project both anchors the role of the grip as 
an innovative, creative maker and illustrates the 
potential of an open source framework that could 
see the industry move forward from its current 
limited position into one of an open knowledge 
platform, which will empower technicians. The 
research process itself emphasises the possibilities 
for further research into the application of an 
open sourced platform for film technicians, 
one that could overcome issues of knowledge 
proprietorship if practised in an industry setting. 
This research demonstrates a solution in which 
emerging technologies can be embraced and 
grafted to mature technologies to overcome issues 
surrounding predictable and repeatable camera path 
which are both affordable and safe. 

The development of the final prototype emphasises 
the potential that innovative and integrative 
research offers in a practical application, 
specifically in the area of camera movement and 
shows how this might be seamlessly integrated 
into film practice. The outcome is realised by an 
innovative blend of open source ground control 
software, autopilot firmware, DIY crafted drone 
and the early adoption of emerging technologies 
into a visual demonstration of dynamic, predictable 
and repeatable digital footage. The researcher 
accepts that ongoing advancements around non-
GPS navigational systems, such as the recently 
kickstarted Pozyx system, will inevitably lead to 
the need for further research that builds on the 
foundation of phases one to four of this project to 
fully realise the potential of the drone as a precision 
motion control rig. 

Figure 22: Conclusion Drone Image.
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Appendix I: Contextual Catalogue

Title of Story Source        Date URL Innovation Governance Perspective PerceptionScience Incident/ 
event

Open 
source

Drone footage shows floding in Texas Herald 27/05/2015http://nzh.tw/11455085
GoPro to make a quadcopter drone BBC 29/05/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-32915014
Antacrtic drone videographer Stuff 30/05/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/68935419/Antarctic-drone-videographer-turns-

sights-to-New-Zealand
Drones take whale survey to sky BBC 31/05/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-32935898
Singer slices finger on Drone Herald 2/06/2015http://nzh.tw/11458010
Iglesias injury ‘worse than expected’ BBC 4/06/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-32988046
Red-zone drone offers new perspective 
on rebuild

stuff 7/06/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/69168216/Red-zone-drone-offers-new-
perspective-on-rebuild

Watching the drones watching me stuff 10/06/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/69181618/Watching-the-
drones-watching-me

Drone competition attracts plenty of 
attention

herald 10/06/2015http://nzh.tw/11462511

Drone deployed to catch cheating Chi-
nese students

aljazeera 10/06/2015http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/06/drone-deployed-catch-cheating-chi-
na-students-150608075147614.html

New autonomous drone for Fukushima BBC 14/06/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-news-from-elsewhere-33096077
Amazon drones could be delivering 
goods by next year

stuff 18/06/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/69505147/Amazon-drones-could-
be-delivering-goods-by-next-year

Drone wars take off in New Zealand stuff 19/06/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/69437388/Drone-wars-take-off-in-
New-Zealand

Delivery by drone ? herald 21/06/2015http://nzh.tw/11468563
Rogue drone lands on pub stuff 22/06/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/69574372/Rogue-drone-lands-on-

pub
Rogue drone reunited with owner stuff 24/06/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/69650669/Rogue-drone-reunited-with-

owner
Drone flies abortion pills to Poland BBC 28/06/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33299660
Legal battle over shot-down drone BBC 29/06/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-33312582
Man comes forward over drone injury BBC 2/07/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-33345417
Switzerland trials postal deliveries aljazeera 8/07/2015http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/07/switzerland-postal-deliver-

ies-drone-150708042042452.html 
A bit unsettling actually Herald 9/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11478289
Islamic state leader in Afganistan killedBBC 12/07/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-33492780
How drones are helping conservation Herald 14/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11480356
Somali al-Shabab killed in drone strike BBC 16/07/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-33550390
Drone rage puts stomper in court herald 18/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11482882
New Drone rules unveiled herald 23/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11485515
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Drone operators may need flying per-
mits under new rules

stuff 24/07/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70493842/Drone-operators-may-
need-flying-permits-under-new-rules

New drone rules will affect businesses, 
South Canterbury operator says

stuff 24/07/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70478275/New-drone-rules-will-
affect-businesses-South-Canterbury-operator-says

Parrot announces new minidrones for 
NZ

Stuff 24/07/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70435224/Parrot-announces-new-
minidrones-for-NZ

New CAA drone rules welcomed herald 25/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11486460
Graffiti reaches new heights in Christ-
church CBD

stuff 26/07/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/70550028/Graffiti-reaches-new-heights-in-
Christchurch-CBD

Amazon envisions traffic system for 
drones

Herald 29/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11488591

Facebook builds drone for internet 
access

BBC 31/07/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-33728704

Drone rules will help firms manage riskherald 31/07/2015http://nzh.tw/11488276
Easy-to-use 3D Solo ‘smart drone’ 
coming to New Zealand

stuff 1/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70653046/Easy-to-use-3D-Solo-
smart-drone-coming-to-New-Zealand

Nasa foresees drones as future personal 
assistants

stuff 5/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70723025/Nasa-fore-
sees-drones-as-future-personal-assistants

Drone drops drugs into U.S prison yard herald 5/08/2015http://nzh.tw/11492449
U.S carries out first drone strike in 
Syria from Turkey

BBC 6/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-33793356

Drone works on Auckland’s motorway 
berms

Herald 9/08/2015http://nzh.tw/11494215

Tighter rules for drones and model 
aeroplanes will hamper the hobby

Stuff 9/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70851647/Tighter-rules-for-
drones-and-model-aeroplanes-will-hamper-the-hobby

Permission policy on the way for 
drones

Stuff 10/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/70957009/Permission-policy-on-
the-way-for-drones

Drones getting in way of US emergen-
cy workers

Stuff 11/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/71009401/Drones-getting-in-way-
of-US-emergency-workers

Fears rise as drone sales take off Herald 13/08/2015http://nzh.tw/11496283
Launch of silent drone aims to advance 
the film industry

Stuff 20/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/71243859/Launch-of-silent-drone-
aims-to-advance-the-film-industry?cid=app-iPhone

3D printed drone launched from Royal 
Navy warship

Stuff 20/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/71290097/3D-printed-drone-
launched-from-Royal-Navy-warship?cid=app-iPhone

No further action against operator 
whose drone followed woman in Tima-
ru

Stuff 20/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/71243872/No-further-action-
against-operator-whose-drone-followed-woman-in-Timaru?cid=app-iPhone

Could consumer tech help tackle wild-
fires ?

BBC 25/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34016128

How drones are transforming movies BBC 25/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-28757975
Could ambulance drones appear on the 
battle field

BBC 25/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-27617418

US foils ‘plot to fly drugs and porn into 
Maryland prison

BBC 26/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-34054934

Zano drones struggle to achieve lift off BBC 27/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34069150
UK jihadist Junaid Hussain killed BBC 28/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-34078900
Boeing laser shoots drone from sky BBC 29/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34088404
Drone regulations ‘not being enforced’ BBC 29/08/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-29786817
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Drones spots Benedictine monk relax-
ing atop a wind turbine

Stuff 30/08/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/americas/71563724/Drones-spots-Benedictine-
monk-relaxing-atop-a-wind-turbine?cid=app-iPhone

What a fireworks display looks like 
from above

Herald 30/08/2015http://nzh.tw/11505287

Intel invests $60 m in Chinese drone 
maker Yuneec

Herald 30/08/2015http://nzh.tw/11504402

Nigeria to start using drones to fight oil 
theft

BBC 2/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-34121855

Drone crashes into stands at US open Herald 4/09/2015http://nzh.tw/11508029
Burgers’ Zoo’s Tushi the chimp 
planned drone attack, researchers say

Stuff 5/09/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/71772879/Burgers-Zoos-
Tushi-the-chimp-planned-drone-attack-researchers-say?cid=app-iPhone

US open: New York teacher arrested BBC 5/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-34155773
Drone crash at US Open prompts secu-
rity re think

Herald 5/09/2015http://nzh.tw/11508217

Rise of ‘mass jackassery’ in the drone 
community

Stuff 7/09/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/71811380/Rise-of-mass-jack-
assery-in-the-drone-community?cid=app-iPhone

Strict drone laws limit opportunities in 
Invercargill, broadcaster Jason Gutter-
idge says

Stuff 7/09/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/71751361/Strict-drone-laws-limit-opportu-
nities-in-Invercargill-broadcaster-Jason-Gutteridge-says?cid=app-iPhone

Who,What,Why: When is it legal to 
kill your own citazens ?

BBC 9/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-34184856

Drone wars: Today’s weapon of choice BBC 14/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-34219417
Raging Valley fires could mean swift 
new drone laws

BBC 15/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34254328

Five clever ideas to beat our pests Herald 17/09/2015http://nzh.tw/11514727
Watch two drones build a bridge 22/09/2015http://www.theverge.com/2015/9/21/9366319/drones-quadrocopters-build-

bridge-video
Drone smashes into powerlines Herald 22/09/2015http://nzh.tw/11517096 
Migrant crisis: Drone footage BBC 24/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-34333215
Drones build rope bridge that humans 
can cross

BBC 24/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34327364

Drone incident being treated very 
seriously

Herald 26/09/2015http://m.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11519465

Near miss between drone and air nz Stuff 26/09/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/travel-troubles/72445255/Near-miss-between-
drone-and-Air-NZ-flight?cid=app-iPhone

CAA appeal for help with drone mys-
tery

Herald 27/09/2015http://nzh.tw/11519810

Operators say drone ‘hysteria’ could 
derail benefits

Herald 28/09/2015http://nzh.tw/11520363 

Drone strikes: Do they actually work ? BBC 30/09/2015http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-34346925
Waimakariri a drone-friendly district Stuff 30/09/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/72101404/Relaxed-rules-let-drones-fly-

more-freely-in-Waimakariri
Security drones to launch Stuff 30/09/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/72197423/Advanced-Security-Group-plans-

to-deploy-semi-autonomous-drones-before-years-end
Drone ‘paronoia’ leads to suspicious, 
hostile public

Stuff 3/10/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/72598667/Drone-paronoia-leads-to-suspi-
cious-hostile-public?cid=app-iPhone

Drone captures intense schoolboy haka Herald 3/10/2015http://nzh.tw/11523127
Remote terrain navigation for UAV Thesis 3/10/2015http://www.mecatronica.eesc.usp.br/wiki/upload/0/0a/2006_Thesis_Remote_

Terrain_Navigation_for_Unmanned_Air_Vehicles.pdf
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Brooklyn teacher’s drone malfunc-
tioned when it flew into stadium during 
U.S. Open

SUAS 
News

5/10/2015http://www.suasnews.com/2015/09/38583/brooklyn-teachers-drone-malfunc-
tioned-when-it-flew-into-stadium-during-u-s-open-lawyer-says/

Warning over Drone security threats to 
prison

SUAS 
News

5/10/2015http://www.suasnews.com/2015/09/38582/warning-over-drone-security-
threat-to-prisons/

Are drones dangerous or harmless fun? BBC 5/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-34269585
Why Drones are not the problem You Tube 6/10/2015http://youtu.be/R8tnUjP-sK4
New Zealand considers regulatory 
framework for drones to operate be-
yond-line-of-sight

Herald 8/10/2015http://nzh.tw/11412496

Drone firm sets $1.5m record for 
crowdfunding

Herald 8/10/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11404187

Albania drone arrest before Serbia 
Euro 2016 qualifier

BBC 8/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-34464856

The Sophisticated FAA Investigation 
That Led to the Largest Drone Fine 
Ever 

Mother-
board

9/10/2015http://motherboard.vice.com/read/the-sophisticated-faa-investiga-
tion-that-led-to-the-largest-drone-fine-ever?utm_source=mbfb&utm_
source=Drone+Download&utm_campaign=a909ec8467-DD257_28_2015&u
tm_medium=email&utm_term=0_181d04fe4b-a909ec8467-234360637&mc_
cid=a909ec8467&mc_eid=bb1d23ee42

Drone captures East Cape slip Herald 9/10/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/rotorua-daily-post/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1503438&objectid=11526599

UK firms develop drone-freezing ray BBC 9/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34475158
Drone pilots warned after close call 
with passenger jet

BBC 9/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-33612631

Lufthansa plane in near miss with 
drone on Warsaw approach

BBC 9/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-33605869

Ozzy Osbourne spies on neighbours 
with drones

Herald 10/10/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/entertainment/news/article.cfm?c_id=1501119&-
objectid=11526947

Drone flies over sea to deliver Singa-
pore Post package

BBC 10/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34474809

Please don’t be scared of drones Stuff 10/10/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/72598244/Please-don-t-be-
scared-of-drones

 DJI Osmo handheld 4K camera films 
drone-like smooth video

BBC 11/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34489296

Sense and avoid explained You Tube 11/10/2015https://youtu.be/cOrVgSUVJE4
How Drones are helping conservation Herald 13/10/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11480356
Attack of the Drones Stuff 13/10/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/72835365/How-much-control-do-

we-have-over-drones
Syria crisis: Turkey downs ‘drone’ 
on Syria border

BBC 17/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-34551155

Urgent call for US drone register BBC 20/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34578259
U.S cracks down on hobby drones Stuff 20/10/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/73197286/US-cracks-down-on-

hobby-drones?cid=app-iPhone
Long distance jammer knocks drones 
from the sky

Boingbo-
ing

21/10/2015http://boingboing.net/2015/10/19/long-distance-jammer-knocks-dr.html

Drone footage reveals Syria devasta-
tion

BBC 24/10/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-34617478

Drone smart traps in shark trial Herald 26/10/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11535069
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Wal-Mart seeks to test drones for home 
delivery

Stuff 27/10/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/world/73415168/Wal-Mart-seeks-to-test-
drones-for-home-delivery-pickup?cid=app-iPhone

Close encounters of a drone kind Herald 20/10/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11537705
Harr Amor:The teen behind the perfect 
punt

Stuff 31/10/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/73560117/Harry-Amor-The-teen-behind-the-
perfect-punt-that-downed-a-drone?cid=app-iPhone

MIT drone knows how to swerve to 
avoid crashes

BBC 5/11/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34725949

The Kelpies Visit 
Scotland

7/11/2015https://www.visitscotland.com/blog/scotland/the-kelpies/

Are Drones swarms the browser of the 
future

Popular 
Science

9/11/2015http://www.popsci.com/are-drone-swarms-browser-future

Paper plane drone with camera 
launched

Stuff 9/11/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/73920406/Paper-plane-drone-with-
camera-launched

Drone makes mustering easy Stuff 12/11/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/farming/agribusiness/73454308/Drone-tech-
nology-makes-mustering-easy-in-North-Otago

Advanced security sees $100m drone 
opportunity

Stuff 18/11/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11546630

Take care before buying a drone for 
christmas

Stuff 19/11/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/73600978/Take-care-before-buy-
ing-a-drone-for-Christmas

Zano mini drone shut down BBC 19/11/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34858171
Shark drones to patrol stretch of Aus-
tralias coast

BBC 25/11/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-34918377

Drone over Fox Glacier crash site Stuff 25/11/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/74381101/Weather-hampers-Fox-Glacier-
crash-site-recovery-crews-to-stay-overnight

Zano drone makers detail spending BBC 27/11/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34926371
Zano, the blame game continues BBC 27/11/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34909638
COP21: Drone to monitor rubbish 
dump gases

BBC 27/11/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-34938893

Toddler blinded by out of control drone Herald 29/11/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11553090

NZ at forefront of drone technology Stuff 1/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/74627059/VorTech-wins-drone-innova-
tion-competition-backed-by-James-Cameron

Jeremy Clarkson unveils new Amazon 
delivery drone

BBC 1/12/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-34963684

A drone that can carry a person Stuff 7/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/74816758/A-drone-that-can-carry-
a-person

Police drone trial Herald 8/12/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11557846
Burglar steals $30000 of electronics Stuff 12/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/75015961/burglar-steals-30000-of-electron-

ics-and-highend-flying-drones
Drones to be registered in the U.S Stuff 15/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/75104916/Hobby-drones-will-

need-to-be-registered-in-the-US
Teen makes drone with flamethrower Stuff 15/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/75071920/Teen-makes-drone-with-

flamethrower
Drone book takes flight Stuff 16/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/arts/74979383/New-Zealands-first-

drone-photography-collection-published-by-Grant-Sheehan
Joining the drones club Herald 19/12/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-

tid=11563127
Six predictions for 2016; drones Herald 19/12/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/technology/news/article.cfm?c_id=5&objec-

tid=11562751
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Skiing: Drone crash mars World Cup 
ski race

Herald 24/12/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/sport/news/article.cfm?c_id=4&objec-
tid=11565671

Threatened mountain goat gets help 
from the skies

BBC 25/12/2015http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-34956068

Drone owners at risk after insurers herald 27/12/2015http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11566487

Drone users may fly into a financial 
storm

stuff 31/12/2015http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/75513522/Drone-users-may-fly-in-
to-a-financial-storm

drnes banned from great walks stuff 1/01/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/75560599/Drones-banned-from-great-walks-
in-Fiordland-National-Park?cid=app-iPhone

Rere rockslide makes a splash stuff 1/01/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/75560599/Drones-banned-from-great-walks-
in-Fiordland-National-Park?cid=app-iPhone

Training drones to be friends Herald 2/01/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/technology/news/article.cfm?c_id=5&objec-
tid=11568325

Disney Research creates drone car Stuff 2/01/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/75585935/Disney-Research-cre-
ates-drone-car-that-can-climb-walls?cid=app-iPhone

Love of heritage stuff 6/01/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/75637766/Love-of-heritage-drives-artists-to-
restore-disused-McSkimmings-brick-factory-in-Balclutha

Intel drone dodges falling tree BBC 6/01/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35239814
Fishing with a drone stuff 8/01/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/75111335/Fishing-with-a-drone
Drones ready to deliver, People are the 
problem

Herald 8/01/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11570802

Only in NZ can you find drone footage 
like this

Herald 13/01/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11573134

Thermal undies for Drones Stuff 18/01/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11575371
Drone photographer captures winter BBC 19/01/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/in-pictures-35344613
Rise and fall of Zano BBC 21/01/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35356147
Drone footage of US snow BBC 26/01/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-35404137
There’s now a drone racing league Stuff 29/01/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/76288973/Theres-now-a-

drone-racing-league
Rogue drone nearly hits plane Herald 30/01/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-

tid=11582348
Iran flies drone over US warship BBC 30/01/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-35443879
Drones could take the place of boots on 
the ground

Herald 31/01/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11582377

Two freed after serious crash Stuff 4/02/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/76554208/Two-freed-after-serious-
crash-near-Timaru?cid=app-iPhone

Eagles trained to take out drones Stuff 6/02/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/76484145/Eagles-trained-to-
take-out-drones?cid=app-iPhone

Drone footage of Homs...devastation Stuff 6/02/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/middle-east/76648150/Drone-footage-of-Homs-
in-Syria-shows-utter-devastation?cid=app-iPhone

Drones banned at German Castle Herald 6/02/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/travel/news/article.cfm?c_id=7&objec-
tid=11585210

Drones an option to replace Orions Herald 8/02/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11585972
Drone crashs in Empire state building BBC 9/02/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35525702
Drone reveals earthquake damage Stuff 15/02/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/76878716/Drone-reveals-Christchurch-

quake-damage-in-Sumner-and-Taylors-Mistake?cid=app-iPhone
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Chinese company builds autonomous 
drone

Herald 2/03/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11598661

virtual reality using drone technology Startup 
daily

3/03/2016http://www.startupdaily.net/2016/03/auckland-startup-realityvirtual-us-
ing-drone-technology-create-new-vr-experiences/

Drone festival takes off BBC 4/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-35703303
Northland beach recieves artistic make-
over

Stuff 5/03/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/destinations/77580775/Northland-beach-re-
ceives-artistic-makeover?cid=app-iPhone

America’s deadliest drone strike Herald 9/03/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11602499

Drone video of Japan’s new tsunami 
sea wall

BBC 10/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-35773530

Drone to police massive UK marine 
reserve

BBC 11/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35783564

Waiheke mansion burns to the ground Herald 12/03/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/national/news/video.cfm?c_id=1503075&gal_ci-
d=1503075&gallery_id=158575

Meet the dazzling flying machines of 
the future

TED 16/03/2016http://www.ted.com/talks/raffaello_d_andrea_meet_the_dazzling_flying_ma-
chines_of_the_future

Drone meets blimp to be more crowd 
friendly

Stuff 20/03/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/77933161/Drone-meets-blimp-to-
be-more-crowd-friendly?cid=app-iPhone

World Drone Prix racer BBC 21/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-35855002
Migrant crisis:life jacket graveyard BBC 22/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35867695
Extent of flooding footage Stuff 25/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35867695
Hydrogen powered drone takes flight BBC 25/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35890486
Palmyra:a look inside BBC 29/03/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-35910551
IS rocket expert killed by drone BBC 4/04/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-35955056
Drones are the new threat to airline 
safety

Stuff 5/04/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/travel-troubles/78555449/Drones-are-the-new-
threat-to-airline-safety?cid=app-iPhone

US military christens submarine hunt-
ing drone ship

Stuff 8/04/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/americas/78711585/US-military-christens-sub-
marine-hunting-drone-ship?cid=app-iPhone

Drone footage of Waterview bridge Herald 12/04/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11621012

British Airways plane hit by a drone Herald 18/04/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11624310

Drone footage of Japan Earthquakes Herald 18/04/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/video.cfm?c_id=1503076&gal_ci-
d=1503076&gallery_id=159776

Chat show eyes Queenstown Drone Stuff 27/04/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/79311185/Jimmy-Fallon-show-
eyes-Queenstowns-Shotover-drone

Smart UK navigation system for Mars 
Rover

BBC 29/04/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-14789230

Tim Peake drives remote robot on 
Earth from orbit

BBC 1/05/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-36161778

Drone Pilot convicted in Civil Aviation 
Authority test case

Stuff 7/05/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/79694384/drone-pilot-convicted-in-civil-avia-
tion-authority-test-case

Drone operator guilty of flying in re-
stricted airspace

Herald 7/05/2016http://m.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11634642

Unmanned helicopter could revolution-
ise spraying in Marlbrough Vineyard

stuff 10/05/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/79714697/Unmanned-helicop-
ter-could-revolutionise-spraying-vineyards-in-Marlborough?cid=app-iPhone

China detains HK man over drone plot BBC 16/05/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-36299689
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Shark detecting drone above Ausralian 
beach detects dolphins

Stuff 22/05/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/australia/80252619/Watch-Shark-detecting-
drone-above-Australian-beach-spots-dolphins?cid=app-iPhone

US drones strike at Afgan Taliban Stuff 22/05/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/world/middle-east/80251613/US-drones-strike-at-Af-
ghan-Taliban-leader-in-Pakistan?cid=app-iPhone

Tiger sharks tear apart dead whale 22/05/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11643053

Dangers of trust in Hi Tech Herald 25/05/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11643948

Custom made drone captures adult and 
calf Bryde’s Whale feeding

Stuff 9/06/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/80806908/watch-custommade-drone-captures-
adult-and-calf-brydes-whale-feeding

NZ First call for Defence drones Stuff 11/06/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/politics/80876518/NZ-First-call-for-Defence-
drones-want-spend-to-be-raised-to-2-per-cent-GDP?cid=app-iPhone

Drone promises to be farmers eye in 
the sky

Herald 17/06/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11657869

Drone industry delight at new US rules BBC 22/06/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-36584515
Covao do Conchos looks like more 
than just a waterfall

Stuff 25/06/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/destinations/europe/81453399/Covao-do-Con-
chos-looks-like-more-than-just-a-waterfall?cid=app-iPad

Nissan builds drone to race G-TR Stuff 25/06/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/motoring/news/81446100/Nissan-builds-drone-to-race-
its-GT-R?cid=app-iPad

Peeping incidents among drone related 
complaints made to CAA

Stuff 26/06/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/81461614/Peeping-incidents-among-drone-re-
lated-complaints-made-to-Civil-Aviation-Authority?cid=app-iPhone

DJI the Apple of Drones stuff 6/07/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/81817863/DJI-the-Apple-of-
drones-flies-high-in-China?cid=app-iPhone

China Flooding BBC 6/07/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-36723328
DJI introduce Geo fencing opt out BBC 6/07/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-36717538
AUT Drone Herald 8/07/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/technology/news/video.cfm?c_id=1503082&gal_

cid=1503082&gallery_id=162655
Drone footage from inside Christ-
church Cathedral

Herald 9/07/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/video.cfm?c_id=1503079&gal_ci-
d=1503079&gallery_id=162648

Drone fired peanut butter pellets to 
save ferrets

Herald 17/07/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11676252

Drones to collect samples from South-
ern Right Whales

17/07/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11676249

No flying conviction for drone pilot Stuff 23/07/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/82407940/no-flying-convictions-for-
drone-pilot

Facebook solar powered internet drone 
takes flight

stuff 25/07/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/82448889/Facebooks-solar-pow-
ered-internet-drone-takes-flight?cid=app-iPad

Amazon wins special approval from 
UK regulators to test drone deliveries

Herald 26/07/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/technology/news/article.cfm?c_id=5&objec-
tid=11681759

Australia plans ne co-ordinates to fix 
sat-nav gap

30/07/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-36912700

Hire a drone photographer for holiday stuff 6/08/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/themes/luxury/82867165/A-company-will-take-
professional-drone-photos-of-your-next-trip?cid=app-iPhone

Drone footage of Transocean winner 
aground of Lewis

BBC 10/08/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-glasgow-west-37028178

Paps swarm bachelor Oz set stuff 11/08/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/tv-radio/83065339/The-Bachelor-Aus-
tralia-2016-Paparazzi-drone-forces-producers-to-shut-down-set?cid=app-iPad

Drone scare at Queenstown Airport Herald 11/08/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11696196
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http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/themes/luxury/82867165/A-company-will-take-professional-drone-photos-of-your-next-trip?cid=app-iPhone
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Pizza delivery drones are go herald 25/08/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11700291

Drone shows extent of Italy quake 
destruction

BBC 25/08/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37182784

Pizza drones are unfesible stuff 25/08/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37182784
Drone operator escapes conviction herald 25/08/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11699401
Teen captures Norways Beauty 28/08/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/destinations/europe/83637859/Mathias-Haugh-

oms-drone-footage-of-Norway-is-amazing?cid=app-iPhone
Drone captures incredible Whale pic-
tures

Herald 29/08/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11701572

Mother whale and calf photo captured Stuff 29/08/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/science/83673160/drone-used-to-capture-whale-pic-
tures-in-the-auckland-islands

Drone captures stunning view of Uluru BBC 31/08/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-37218254
Drone films white southern right whale 
calf off Austrlia

BBC 5/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-37241891

Yemen strikes kill ai-Qaeda fighters BBC 7/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-37293522
Scientists use undersea drones to help 
predict hurricanes

Stuff 8/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/84071785/Scientists-use-under-
sea-drones-to-help-predict-hurricanes?cid=app-iPhone

Who needs waves when you can go 
drone surfing

Stuff 10/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/84124373/Who-needs-waves-
when-you-can-go-drone-surfing?cid=app-iPhone

Burritos in the sky: Chipolte tests 
drone deliveries

Stuff 10/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/84124742/Burritos-in-the-sky-Chi-
potle-tests-drone-deliveries?cid=app-iPhone

Cameraman captures moment major 
slip comes down on west coast high-
way

Stuff 12/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/the-press/news/west-coast/84146947/Cameraman-cap-
tures-moment-major-slip-comes-down-on-West-Coast-highway?cid=app-iP-
hone

Dutch police unveil new arm against 
drones- eagles

Herald 13/09/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11708661

What you nedd to be a top drone racer BBC 17/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-37376321
This sci-fi film was shot entirely by 
autonomous drones

Engadget 17/09/2016https://www.engadget.com/2016/09/27/in-the-robot-skies-sci-fi-film-shot-au-
tonomous-drones/

US to pay 1.2m to Italian family of 
drone strike victim

BBC 17/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37385989

This drone with arms could lift a tod-
dler

Herald 20/09/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objec-
tid=11713204

GoPro launches drone and new camera Stuff 21/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/gadgets/84434813/GoPro-launches-drone-
and-new-cameras?cid=app-iPhone

GoPro or go home ! BBC 21/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-37418861
How to feed your dog using a drone Stuff 23/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/life-style/cutestuff/84561510/How-to-feed-your-dog-

using-a-drone?cid=app-iPhone
Drone captures Flying Scotsman cross-
ing river Severn

BBC 25/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-hereford-worcester-37431820

Drones are about to change how direc-
tors make movies

Wired 25/09/2016https://www.wired.com/2015/03/drone-filmmaking/

Dubai airport grounds flights due to 
drone activity

BBC 28/09/2016http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-37493404

Padock racers head to drone world 
championships

Stuff 29/09/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/84785194/from-the-paddock-to-drone-racing-
world-champs

Drone technology, price and popularity 
improve

Herald 2/10/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11718551
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encounters of a whale kind stuff 6/10/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/news/85060101/Watch-A-paddle-boarders-
close-encounter-of-the-whale-kind?cid=app-iPhone

Drones used to monitor sharks stuff 10/10/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/85146688/Drones-used-to-
monitor-sharks-in-Australia?cid=app-iPhone

when molten lava meets the sea stuff 11/10/2016http://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/news/85210715/Kilauea-volcano-Hawaii-Drone-
captures-the-moment-lava-reaches-the-ocean?cid=app-iPhone

Drone photo on Twitter helps rescue 
flood victim and dog halfway across 
country

Herald 12/10/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11727619

Isis used drone to kill Kurdish fighters 
and wound French troops

Herald 12/10/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objec-
tid=11727566

Drone plunge ruffles feathers for Doc Herald 13/10/2016http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11727967
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Appendix II: Hexacopter Build Timeline

DateSources Notes

21/07/2015
http://3drobotics.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/3DR-APMCopter-Hexa-Assembly-Instruc-
tions1.pdf Very Good manuel. Model is missing parts. Visit RC shop.

22/07/2015Analog soldering Got better at it.
26/07/2015http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/connecting-the-apm2/ Set up differs from instructions !!!! ESC connection to auto pilot
26/07/2015http://ardupilot.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=19&t=2782&hilit=esc+setup+apm+2.5+esc+esc+2.5 No power. Change from hexa manuel set up to APM quick set up guide. Power board thru BEC 
29/07/2015https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battery_eliminator_circuit What is a BEC ?
29/07/2015https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48MQR3UV7x0 what is an ESC ?

Visit Surplus tronics for extra strip connectors and soldering station.
1/08/2015 Re work copter wiring. Power distribution. Still not booting up .

9/08/2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30cCs4aHdB0&list=PLYsWjANuAm4oswLMu9OU8y-
Om-9J6y30XW You tube help. APM. Back to basics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oda0JYzGG3w You tube help. APM. Back to basics

16/08/2015 GPS fail to Arm APM board.Also compass not healthy.
18/07/2015http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-mouse-based-optical-flow-sensor-adns3080/ Optical flow sensor not supported APM 2.4
21/07/2015http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/prearm_safety_check/ What steps does the APM take to arm ?

Hard ware issue magnatometer. Order new APM board from 3Dr and GPS.
5/08/2015http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-install-mission-planner/ Install Mission Planer onto APM 2.6

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module/ Install GPS
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-loading-firmware-onto-pixhawk/ Load Firmware
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-connect-mission-planner-autopilot/ Connect Mission Planer to Ardupilot
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/configuring-hardware/ Configure hardware
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/flight-modes/ Flight Modes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXpMI74_qEE&list=PLSfmov2DEk1LRs4YLfnyTpVkD-
QYOXAkra How to fly a multi rotor

8/08/2015 Purchase RC Transmitter and Reciever. DX6i. Cheap deal at RC shop.
8/08/2015https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dE4KRirDsCY Set up RC transmitter. Binding channels etc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdwkirQqWOc Also use manuel that came in box

10/08/2015www.helidirect.com › Multirotor
Purchase Propellors . No info. None supplied with model. Motor size vs current…. Guessed by looking at model in 
RC shop 10 x 38

https://www.electricwingman.com/multi-rotor-propellers.aspx
hobbyking.com/.../__562__501__Multi_Rotors_Parts-Propellers.html
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/need-advice-on-motors-and-propellors forum not so helpful
http://diydrones.com/photo/collet-type-adapter-cross-section
http://diydrones.com/forum/topic/listForContributor?user=2k0fz8yj624vv No answers on forum

10/08/2015IMAGE First Flight. Very ropey not tuned at all
18/08/2015IMAGE Crashs!!!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOplk52R4no Painless 360 answers to probs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OZNxbxL7cdc Painless 360 answers to probs 

19/08/2015 purchase new blades from RC shop. Carbon fibre
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/uploads/SuperBrain80A_online.pdf Plug ESCs into computer to set them up!!!!!!!!!!Not auto through APM!!!!!!!!

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/connecting-the-apm2/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oda0JYzGG3w
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-install-mission-planner/


25/08/2015IMAGE Balance propellors on rig bought from RC shop.
27/08/2015VIDEO FLYING in LOITER MODE !!!!!!!!!!!

15/09/2015
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-downloading-and-analyzing-data-logs-in-mission-plan-
ner/ Misson Analysis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ThVUXxOGHAE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVuFGzFV--Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOwx7G9reNM

21/09/2015http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/ac_rollpitchtuning/ Adjust PIDs Down
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pqdAOCkz00 Auto Trim

24/09/2015https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXxkJ9V41EQ Throttle failsafe
http://diydrones.com/group/arducopter-y6-owners-group/forum/topics/throttle-failsafe-not-work-
ing-correctly-clashing-pwm?commentId=705844%3AComment%3A1745676&groupId=705844
%3AGroup%3A1364196
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/arducopter-v3-0-1-rc1-crashed-land-mode-while-in-stabilize-
mode?commentId=705844%3AComment%3A1341719 battery failsafe
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/failsafe-landing-page/ FAILSAFES

27/09/2015 Re tune RC transmitter, Mixes now have 4 modes!!!!
Re tune APM channel 7. RTL

2/10/2015IMAGE Execute planned mission.
4/10/2015http://www.suasnews.com/2014/11/32459/arducopter-region-of-interest-roi-demonstration-video/ Region of interest as part of Mission
6/10/2015 Include way point actions. 

Note: also mission analysis of Yaw and Pitch
Way points set a 4 meters

10/10/2015http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/ Pid Tuning 
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/arducopter-tuning-guide

1/11/2015 Pid Tuning every nite from 10/10/2015 !!!! Very hard
2/11/2015 Recieve and instal 3dr mav link

Pid Tuning every nite Copter behaving well
Plan and execute mission with real time telemetry

3/11/2015Spektrum manual reset tx Range check function also Power setting fromA- EU to B -US 247
10/11/2015 Crash!!!!! Smashed blades also smashed tower
14/11/2015 Replace burnt out motor 850 kv Out runner

Double up 3s lipos in parallel. Extend flight time 3 mins
18/11/2015 Purchase Tarrot 2d gimbal, T600 Tx, R600 Rx begin build
1/12/2015https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCm1Yi8UbXM Assemble gimbal
6/12/2015 Build and assemble FPV screen rig

10/12/2015 Fabricate new landing gear for copter
12/12/2015 Recieve Pixahawk Auto pilot
16/12/2015 Install Pixahawk
16/12/2015 Make new power distro leads

Turn on FPV system. Chase voltage/connector faults. Working 32 band 5.8 Ghz
Download last of APM 2.6 logs

27/12/2015 reconfigure reciever to PPM. Calibrate radio. Investigate GPS Horiz fault. investigate battery monitor .
28/12/2015 Balance propellors.
31/12/2015 re work power distro. 2x 3s in parallel feeds copter and fpv systems.

re move and replace 12c input to splitter. 

http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/tuning/
http://diydrones.com/forum/topics/arducopter-tuning-guide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCm1Yi8UbXM


Replace belly strap for batteries
Change Propellors from 10” x 3/8” to 10”x 4.5 pitch Carbon fibre
Check motor spin direction

http://community.emlid.com/t/cannot-contact-or-configure-one-of-the-reach-modules/1257 investigate EKF variance alarm, resolved
1/02/2016 Calibrate and configure gimbal to integrate with Pixahawk. 
1/03/2016 First test flights with new rig. Things that need attention. PID settings

Placement of batteries to offset gimbal
GPS Hdop
Batteries ? not lasting so long. perhaps move to 4s
Hero Batteries ? Perhaps power from copter. Filtered power ?
APM 2.6 settings not so great for Pixahawk .

23/1/2016iphone image of pid settings Stripped camera gimbal and camera off. Back to APM 2.6 settings and adjust.
Sucess in take off and landing after 5 chrash landings. Wild and violent. Zone in on Stablise and rate stabilise.

25/1/2016iphone image of Pid settings Work pid rate and roll.  becoming more stable. ready for auto tune function.
2/01/2016 Fault find ESCs. Brain ESCs have a common fault !!!! Shut off whilst flying
2/10/2016 Purchase new ESCs. Hobby wing 40amp, 2-6s

Purchase 4s battery
Purchase new DX9 transmitter and new AR8000 reciever. Will now have incrimental control on aux 6. Good for 
gimbal. Also 8 channels

15/2/2016 Begin installation of new parts , Reconfigure Airframe placement of parts
21/2/2016DX9 manuel Bind reciever

Reciever to PPM configuration, tho-3,aile-1,elv-2,rudd-4,gear-5,aux1-6,aux2-7,aux3-8
measure weights of hexacopter, motor-85g,ESC-42g,PDB-35g,Reciever-19g,batt leads-91g,Tower-153g,4s li-
po-553g,3s lipo-420g,Airframe-577g,gimbal-199g,pixahawk-69g,Hero4-86g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXxkJ9V41EQ Set fail safes on Pixahawk.

As per awkward manuel !!!!
Set ESCs top and bottom ratios, also programme ESCs manually , normal  start mode, brake disabled, Batt type 
LiPo, soft cut off, low voltage protection medium, low timing.
Wire in Gimbal
Reset low voltage RTL function to 12.5v, current @20%
Fly the multirotor, First flight 8 mins on 1 x 4s lipo!!! also note 200gms over weight.In loiter mode hover only very 
low wind velocity.

22/2/2016As per drone footage 
Fly drone with stabilised camera gimbal and FPV screen set up. Sucessful flight 6mins 30 secs. battery down to 13 
volts. Peak loading 35amps

23/02/2016As per drone footage 23/02/16
Fly drone with stabilised camera gimbal and FPV screen set up. Sucessful flight7 mins. battery down to 13 volts. 
Peak loading 35amps. RTL set to 12.4 volts.

24/02/2016http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/
Set up Auto pilot to gimbal connection. Configure gimbal and autopilot and transmitter. Control of tilt axis on aux1 
dial.

25/02/2016 Fly drone operate tilt axis on transmitter. Stabilised and controlable. FPV screen set up working well.

3/06/2016
Purchase 4s battery, make new adapter to run 2 x 4s batteries on copter. Sucessful flight test flying agressively 7 
mins before low batt warning. Flys very soft. 

3/07/2016
Down load Tower app  from play store to tablet. Intergrate Mav Link from copter. Use as liteweight ground station, 
will attempt to integrate GoPro as well FPV and GCS on one screen, maybe 

3/08/2016 make fitting for mounting tablet to DX9.
Down load 3dr Tower to Tablet, integrate mav link between pixahawk and tablet. Works well. However no video 
feed. 3DR Solo only. More investigation required

http://community.emlid.com/t/cannot-contact-or-configure-one-of-the-reach-modules/1257
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iXxkJ9V41EQ
http://copter.ardupilot.com/wiki/common-cameras-and-gimbals/


connect gropro through Blue tooth to tablet. Works well on own app. Can not overlay over Tower. Bugger
3/09/2016http://docs.emlid.com/reach/quickstart/ Begin power up and integration of reach RTK, Cognatively hard work. Immature software....

3/10/2016
Continue reach rtk integration. Re flash firm ware, join wifi network. BASTARDS!!!!!! Clunky process. Sorted thru 
terminal.

3/12/2016
Work thru Reach process to  Flash Firmware and connect to wifi network. Firmware reflashed. No connection to 
wifi network

13/3/2016http://community.emlid.com/t/cannot-contact-or-configure-one-of-the-reach-modules/1257 Continue to research on Emlid forum wifi issues. Try one solve. No result.

15/3/2016
Link Tower app and copter via  Mavlink. Using Samsung Tablet as GCS, Great result getting Telemetry and GPS 
location. Also verbal notifications about battery depletion
Link Samsung tablet also to GoPro camera using Gopro app and Blue tooth. Got great live footage as well as cam-
era control. Very limited range. Cannot get both apps to run at same time on same screen.
Fly Copter. Power issue , with 2 x 4s and 1 x 3s lipos payload cancels out any flight time extention. Hmmmmm.  

17/3/2016
Reconfigured battery distro. Replaced 3s 500mah battery with much smaller 3s 2500mah. 9.30 mins flight time to 
battery failsafe.

18/3/2016 Reworked Reach flash firmware. Got flash to work. Investigating WiFi issues.
20/3/2016 WiFi sorted. WPA-personel needed to be selected on edison set up. Continued through Reach set up proceedure.
22/3/2016 Have base and rover GPS units roughly set up. Got output at IP addresses of each unit. 
23/3/2016 Continue learning reach view app. New langage to learn
25/3/2016 Begin investigating Reach to Pixahawk. emlid forum. ardupiolt wiki
30/3/2016 Begin to physically connect Reach GPS to Pixahawk through serial port. 
4/02/2016 Continue with Reach use arducopter wiki as well as emlid docs
4/04/2016http://docs.emlid.com/reach/quickstart/ Connect to reach. Start reach. Configure as per emlid. Sucess!!!!! Achieve Float mode. Also RTK plot.

Key was to input Base coordinates off Rover single. Need to build Arial for base.
http://community.emlid.com/t/connect-to-pixhawk/1524 thread on forum for mavlink radio connection of reach units, Reach module powered up. WiFi at moment

4/05/2016 Put Reach module on air frame. Power thru serial port to pixa serial4/5.
http://community.emlid.com/t/connect-to-pixhawk/1524 Investigate UART connection of Reach Modules
http://docs.emlid.com/reach/reachview-output/ Pixahawk Solution as pass through due in days. Operating on Ublox as primary and Reach as secondary
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-telemetry-port-setup-for-apm-px4-and-pixhawk.html Telemetry port set up for Pixahawk.
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-pixhawk-overview.html Pixahawk specs
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module.html Secondary compass to Pixahawk+Misson Planner configuration
http://docs.emlid.com/rheachview-link//reac Reach communication UART set up

4/06/2016http://docs.emlid.com/reach/apm-integration/ Emlid wiki on reach integration with Pixahawk. 

23/4/2016footage and telemetry log in folder. Fly drone at Forestry rd. Manuel flying. Got some usable footage for Differential key. Loiter mode. 
Photos on cell phone. Fabricate ground plane antenna for rover and base. copper, carbon fibre, resin and old parts

26/4/16 Re flash and connect PeteBase , Painful.Still
Look at aeronavics BOT
Got Reach to Float, Fix 3dr GPS

5/02/2016 Park Flying at Murray Reserve, Mission planning, 3dr GPS, Still on home wifi.
5/03/2016 Park Flying at Murray Reserve, Mission planning, 3dr GPS, Still on home wifi.
5/06/2016 Park Flying at Riverhead park, Mission planning, 3dr GPS, footage for difference key, 
5/07/2016 Park Flying at Riverhead park, Mission Planning, footage for difference key
5/10/2016 Purchase 3g/4g mobil router, Use new router for Reach modules. Cell phone does not work.
5/11/2016Photo on cell Repair damage from several chrashes. Rebuild copter tower and GPS Masts. Rework layout 
5/12/2016https://store.3dr.com/t/diyparts Begin investigation of new drone purchase. Need longer flight times !!!!!

http://www.tarot-rc.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=75&sort=20a&page=2

http://docs.emlid.com/reach/quickstart/
http://community.emlid.com/t/cannot-contact-or-configure-one-of-the-reach-modules/1257
http://docs.emlid.com/reach/quickstart/
http://community.emlid.com/t/connect-to-pixhawk/1524
http://community.emlid.com/t/connect-to-pixhawk/1524
http://docs.emlid.com/reach/reachview-output/
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-telemetry-port-setup-for-apm-px4-and-pixhawk.html
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-pixhawk-overview.html
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-installing-3dr-ublox-gps-compass-module.html
http://docs.emlid.com/rheachview-link/reac
http://docs.emlid.com/reach/apm-integration/
https://store.3dr.com/t/diyparts
http://www.tarot-rc.com/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=75&sort=20a&page=2


http://www.tarot-rc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=65_66&products_id=197
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2132369
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2025307

17/5/2016
Purchase Drone Air Card 4G router.  Begin network set up. Painfull took 3 days. 3 trips to different service provid-
ers.

20 / 5/2016 Purchase Tarrot 650 Sport
22/5/2016 Complete repairs from 11/5/16, Home made carbon Fibre and fibreglass tower for Reach rover
23/5/2016Integrate Aircard Drone onto Reach Rover and Base. See doc 23/5/16 for details of process.

https://docs.emlid.com/reach/apm-integration/
26/5/2016https://www.adafruit.com/category/37 Led system
6/03/2016 Recieve Tarot 650 Sport kit, Used pictures from instructions. NO WIKI REQUIRED
6/04/2016 Build Tarot 650 Sport, Back yard. PID need some work.
6/05/2016 Fly Tarot 650 sport, Begin investigation of Companion Computers.
6/09/2016 Join DIY Drones

Also noticed on 5/5/16 dropping of MAV link packets. Antenna issues ? Will build 433mhz 1/2 wave Dipole anten-
nas to replace rubber duckys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kz9XG72mlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyOWRTWdDKM

6/10/2016 Investigate 433 mhz antennas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtcN_osP6tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31AzytsX_Ko
http://www.instructables.com/id/433-MHz-Coil-loaded-antenna/
http://fpvlab.com/forums/showthread.php?33427-Best-antenna-set-up-for-433Mhz

Settle on 1/2 wave dipole and begin to build
6/12/2016diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/dipole-style-antenna-for-433mh

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZY3FsCSgS8

16/6/16 Test antennas in the field, much better response. av link packet loss almost zero.
Blow up motor on Drone. Order new one from Tarrot. Bugger

18/6/16 Re work power distro on tarrot
20/6/16 Begin to re work channels and switching from mission planner to Spektrum DX9, Have to remap  Spektrum 
22/6/16 Re configure ground station components
25/6/16 Continue with power and radio diy upgrades.
28/6/16 Go to Vietnam !!!!!!!!!

16/07/16 Replace blown up motor with new one.

http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2151596&page=5
Charge batteries. Test flight with 13” blades. Not sucessfull. Research Tarot 4006 motors. Bad combo with large 
blades.

8/01/2016
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__73695__Multistar_Elite_4006_740KV_Multi_Ro-
tor_Motor_AU_Warehouse_.html?strSearch=4006 Order newMultistar  4006 motors from Hobbyking.

20/08/16 Fit new motors. 
Flite test in back yard. Successful
Tune PiD for 13.5 props.
Rework configuration for antennas.
Saturation test of RTK system, Sucessfull. Still taking time to get to float. Process good to get there.

22/08/16 Flite test at park. 9.5mins on one battery until 13.5 volt cut off.

http://www.tarot-rc.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=65_66&products_id=197
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2132369
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2025307
https://docs.emlid.com/reach/apm-integration/
https://www.adafruit.com/category/37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_kz9XG72mlc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyOWRTWdDKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtcN_osP6tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31AzytsX_Ko
http://www.instructables.com/id/433-MHz-Coil-loaded-antenna/
http://fpvlab.com/forums/showthread.php?33427-Best-antenna-set-up-for-433Mhz
http://diydrones.com/profiles/blogs/dipole-style-antenna-for-433mh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZY3FsCSgS8
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=2151596&page=5
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__73695__Multistar_Elite_4006_740KV_Multi_Rotor_Motor_AU_Warehouse_.html?strSearch=4006
http://www.hobbyking.com/hobbyking/store/__73695__Multistar_Elite_4006_740KV_Multi_Rotor_Motor_AU_Warehouse_.html?strSearch=4006


27/08/16 Add temp sensor to motors. Connect trough DX9
Flying at park,System stable on Tower and Mission Planner. Great news.

9/02/2016 Add 15” props. Saturation test at 50% o.k
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